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	[image: ]Photoshop CS3 Layers Bible, 9780470082119 (0470082119), John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Get the most out of Photoshop Layers with this in-depth guide
 Creative professionals know how to tap Photoshop CS3's Layers to achieve spectacular results, and now you can learn their secrets in this comprehensive book. How do you combine layers and masks? What's the best way to work with Web images? From the newest CS3 features to successful layering strategies, you'll discover the professional techniques and hands-on examples you need to succeed. 

	
    Create composites that make an impact

    
	
    Add depth and dimension with layer blend modes

    
	
    Retouch with layers and get unlimited Undos

    
	
    Work with Smart Objects and organize your workflow

    
	
    Create great-looking, quick-loading Web images

    


What's on the CD-ROM?

The CD includes over 90 stock images, plus Photoshop files and source images for most of the book's examples and figures.
    See the CD Appendix for details and complete system requirements.
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OpenGL SuperBible (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
OpenGL SuperBible, Third Edition is a comprehensive, hands-on guide for Mac and Windows programmers who need to know how to program with the new version of OpenGL. This book will help readers master and expand their knowledge of 3D graphics programming and OpenGL implementation. Seasoned OpenGL programmers will also...
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Constrained Optimization and Optimal Control for Partial Differential Equations (International Series of Numerical Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2012

	This special volume focuses on optimization and control of processes governed by partial differential equations. The contributors are mostly participants of the DFG-priority program 1253: Optimization with PDE-constraints which is active since 2006. The book is organized in sections which cover almost the entire spectrum of modern research in...
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Information Systems Security: 6th International Conference, ICISS 2010Springer, 2011

	The number of World Wide Web users has risen to nearly 1.5 billion [58], a fifth of the world’s population. Development of innovative web based technologies has resulted in this explosive growth. Using the Web, end-users have benefited tremendously in numerous areas such as electronic commerce, health care and education. Due to the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Database Programming with Visual C++ 6 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1998
In only 21 days, you'll have all the skills you need to get up and running efficiently. With this complete tutorial, you'll master the basics of database programming and then move on to the more advanced features and concepts. Understand the fundamentals of database programming in Visual C++. Master all the new and advanced database features that...
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Practical Guide to Inspection, Testing and Certification of Electrical Installations: Conforms to IEE Wiring Regulations / BS 7671 / Part P of Building RegulationsNewnes, 2007
This book covers all the basics of inspection and testing and clearly explains all the legal requirements. It not only tells you what tests are needed but also describes all of them step-by-step with the help of colour photos. Sample forms show how to verify recorded test results and how to certify and fill in the required documentation. The book...
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Communication in Cancer Care (Recent Results in Cancer Research, Vol. 168)Springer, 2006

	This book covers all the relevant aspects of communication in cancer care, such as communication in cancer prevention and genetic counseling, communication at different stages of disease and communication with the family and children. In addition, more general topics are discussed, such as the benefits and evidence of communication skills...
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